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Powerful and scalable
Supported by the governments of Australia and 
underpinned by more than 20 years of experience in 
sourcing and maintaining critical national data sets, 
the Geoscape team can help you harness the power 
of location data. 

Geoscape delivers a comprehensive representation 
of Australia’s built environment. It describes the 
addresses, land, buildings and transport networks 
across Australia’s 7.6 million square kilometres. 

Spend less time wrangling data and allow our team 
to deliver fit-for-purpose data solutions tailored to 
your business, enabling you to focus on responding 
to ever-changing business and market needs. 

Our highly scalable, cloud-based platform means 
we can harvest, validate, transform, standardise and 
deliver spatial data to meet your needs.

Location data is an essential tool for businesses 
and government – a key ingredient in planning 
services, decision making, and meeting the needs 
of the modern economy. 

Geoscape Custom Data Solutions gives you 
flexibility to access specific, reliable and valuable 
location data tailored to your use. You can access 
whatever slice of spatial data you need, when you 
need it.

A quality Geoscape offering  

Custom Data 
Solutions
Spend time using spatial data, not creating it

Custom Data 
Solutions
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• trusted spatial data expertise
• access to any part of Australia
• sovereign data
• reliable data from a single source
• a connected data ecosystem
• packaged data that is ready to use
• delivery via data downloads or APIs

Geoscape’s Custom data 
Solutions offers:

We offer a clear picture of our country’s 
complex cities, regional centres, and rural 
communities. Get the data foundations for 
Australia you need, when you need it.

http://geoscape.com.au
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Quality and 
reliability

1     Focus on your business, while  
we take care of the data

Overcome the challenges of sourcing location data 
and combining data sources that are often 
fragmented by region and type. Get full access to 
comprehensive, standardised vector features and 
rich attribution, aggregated from more than 100 
authoritative datasets from private and public 
sources. Spend time using the data, not creating it.

2    Make geospatial insights accessible
We are a team of geospatial experts. We’ll remove 
the complexity of dealing with geospatial data. Our 
data is available in a variety of industry-standard 
formats, making it easier for you to use our location 
data and gain valuable insights.  

3    Save time and increase productivity
Geoscape covers the entire Australian continent. 
For your area of interest, Geoscape has it covered 
– no matter how big or small. Our reliable data 
comes with a suite of integration options. We 
deliver the precise slice of customised data you 
need, so you can save time and effort.

4    Simple, single licence
Whatever your need, big or small, one dataset or 
multiple datasets, everything is available under a 
single, easy to understand licence. 

5     Choose from any of the existing 
Geoscape datasets

Our data is unique. It represents the buildings, land, 
address, transport, surface cover, land parcel, 
administration and postcode boundaries across 
Australia. It’s standardised and verified. Enhance 
your location analysis capabilities for better 
business decision making. 

Custom Data 
Solutions
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Geoscape delivers the power of location to 
business and governments. Geoscape Australia 
is an independent and self-funded company 
owned by the governments of Australia.

Find out more about Geoscape Custom  
Data Solutions, get in touch with us at  
info@geoscape.com.au to learn more.

How it works
Work with our geospatial experts to get the 
custom data solution that fits your unique 
business objectives or project needs. We’ll 
match the best data to your requirements.

Custom Data Solutions come with:

• a single licence
• choose from a full dataset or just  

focus on changes
• reports and product guides

Looking for a bespoke data solution or a 
way to integrate our high-quality datasets 
into your tech environment?  Ask us about 
our Managed Data Services.
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